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Vol. 38-No. 15 
Companies Hold 
Interviews for 
I' 
All Seniors 
Mr. Lowe announced that the 
following companies are inter-
ested in interviewing seniors: 
Tuesday, 22 Feb. 1966 Fire-
stone Tire and Rubber Co. (offer-
ing opportunities in sales man-
agement and retail production 
management and credit) 
Wednesday 23 Feb. 1966 Ag-
way, Inc. (opportunities in ac-
,; counting, auditing and tax work.) 
Thursday, 24 February 1966 
Retail Credit (opportunities in 
management, personnel, and 
field organization.) .... 
Thursday, 24 February 1966 
Johns-Manville Company (offers 
a training program in sales and 
in preparation for management, 
pricing, and marketing studies.) 
Friday, 25 February 1966 
Ortho-Pharmaceutical Company 
(offers opportunities in sales.) 
Olds To Speak 
For Union Board 
Lecture Series 
Thursday, 3 March 1966 Glenn A. Olds, , who has been 
Rochester Gas & Electric (oppor~ designated as the president of 
tunities in engineering, account- the proposed United Nations Uni-
ing, public relations and sales.) versity being set up by the State 
There are pamphlets available University of New York, will 
on the second floor of the speak at Ithaca College Tuesday 
faculty building, with informa- evening, Feb. 22. 
tion on most of these companies. Mr. Ol~s will speak on ''Fit to 
Ecumenical 
Conference 
February25 
Survive," in the Egbert Union 
Recreation Room, beginning at 
8:15. His talk is part of the Dis-
tinguished Visitor Lecture Series 
sponsored by the Egbert Union 
Board. 
Mr. Olds is executive dean of 
the State University of New 
An Ecumenical Student Con- York and director of its program 
ference will be held in Ithaca of international studies. He bas 
on February 25 through . the long been concerned with world 
26. The State Newman Clubs affairs, with the state of the 
and the New York Christian public conscience, and with 
Movement are holding ~eir first higher education. Prior to taking 
joint conference witli a dinner his present position he was presi-
and speaker Friday night, a dent of Springfield (Mass.) Col-
"Mixer" dance with a live band lege which has a well known ~-
and several vital dialogue ~ ternational program of studies. 
sions on Saturday. Saturday Mr. Olds went to Springfield 
night includes a banquet, and from Cornell, where he was di-
Sunday morning a special mass rector of ComelI United Re-
Will be celebrated on campus. ligious Works from 1954 to 1958. 
~ The theme of the conference is Previously he had been on the 
"Love Concern Prayer."· faculties of Yale, DePauw, Gar-
Tre Newman Club of I.C. with rett Theological Seminary, and 
the United Christian Fellowship Northwestern: 
Will host the Empire State New- He received the A.B. degree 
lllan Apostolate for their "winter from, Willlmette University in 
conference. The conferences will 1942, the B.A. from Garrett in 
be held in the Ithaca Hotel and 1945, and the M.A. the same 
the Clinton House. There will year from Northwestern, the 
be representatives from 57 col- Ph.D. from Yale in 1948, and the 
leges and universities. D.D. from Willimette in 1955. 
Ithaca, New York 
IF C Pledging Rul·es 
by lance McKee 
On Monday, February ~1_, silen~e will prevail oyer t~e 
Greek world. This is the trad1t10nal Silence Week._ Durmg this 
week no member of a Fraternity or Sorority may d1~cus_s frater-
nal affairs with a prospective pledge. Each pledge 1s given the 
opportunity to decide for hi,ms~lf if he wants .to. beco~e. a mem-
ber of a Greek letter orgamzat10~. Surely this 1s a difficult de-
cision to make for not everyone 1s meant to be a Greek: Once 
one decides to become a brother he will be ~x~ec~ed to. hve up 
to the characteristics of an ideal member. ThIS m itself 1s a goal 
most of us find ourselves falling short of. 
During this week of silence, each. Fraternitr and Sorority 
submits their bids to the Inter-Fraternity Council. The Council 
examines the bids to make sure each individual has at l~ast a 
2.0 index for the previous semester and is not on soc1~l <?r 
academic probation. If these requirements are met, the hid 1s 
passed on to the prospective pledge. 
Monday, February 28, is resp~nse night. yor. the next seven 
weeks, until April 17, the pledge will <;io~ate his time and energy 
to ~rove himself worthy of members~1p ma Gree~ letter orga.m-
zat1on. The Inter-Fraternity Council has estab!1shed pledgmg 
rules which are strictly adhered to. The more important ones 
are: 
1. No activity that makes the pledges overly conspicuous 
shall be carried on outside of fraternal organization 
houses. 
~ 
Grade Delay 
Caused by 
Heavy Snow 
Walter Newsome, assistant. to 
the dean, Arts and Sciences has 
explained that the snow delayed 
the processing of semester grades 
because of difficulties in contact-
ing teachers. Dean's List and Pro-
bation Lists will be posted some-
time next week. The marks have 
already been sent to parents and 
advisors. 
Mr. Newsom also expressed his 
gratitude to the students for 
their cooperation in the changes 
of rooms and schedules. Again, 
there are two factors-rapid 
growth, and buildings. Either of 
these is a great undertaking and 
the two inevitably cause prob-
lems. Without student coopera-
tion the task would be much 
more difficult. 
2. No activity that is dangerous to a pledge may be en- ,--------------, 
gaged in at any time. 
3. A student will be allowed to pledge only one Fraternal 
organization at a time. 
4. No trespassing or destruction of public or private prop-
erty. 
5. Pledges will be required to study from 7 P.M. to 11 P.M. 
at least four nights a week. 
.Any Sorori~ or Fraternity that violates any I.F.C. regu-
lation may be subject to any of the following penalties: social 
probation, fines, loss of pledges for a semester, or any penalty 
appropriate to the offense. 
A Fraternity or Sorority offers an individual much, but it 
also demands a lot from one. Durini this week of silence take 
time to evaluate the Greeks and dec1oe for yourself if you want 
to become a part of a fraternal organization. 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
• 
Scampers Review .......... pg. 5 
Mrs. Ascher ......... , .......... pg. 3 
From the Mallroom .. , .. pg. 4 
MENC , ......... , .................. pg. 2 
February 18, 1966 
internal one. 
Jay Silberman, the second af. 
firmative speaker of the I.C.C. 
Committee, began by declaring 
that the first affirmative speach 
stood as read since they were not 
refuted and added that every, fact 
was documented fully. 
Tom Bell, the second negative 
speaker from Cornell, dealt with_ 
his own interpretation of the war 
in Viet Nam and he added that he 
did not care for the debate format 
and would have preferred a dis-
cussion or a panel instead. He 
also emphasized the love for his 
country and various other emo-
tional appeals to the audience. He 
then went on to say that the 
U.S. policy was not consistent · 
with its goals. 
Following the debate a question 
and answer session took place at 
which the antagnostic attitude of 
the crowd to the U.S. policy was 
cited. Following the questions 
period which ended at 10:10, 
Barry Rosenblood concluded with 
the remark that the questions and 
answers following the debate il-
lustrated to many of the attend-
ing students how little they 
actually are aware of and that 
(Continued on page 6) 
Soviet Authority 
To Give Lecture 
Thursday Night 
An authority on Soviet affairs 
and science, Harry Schwartz of 
the New York Times foreign 
staff, will lecture at Ithaca Col-
lege Thursday evening, Feb, 24, 
starting at 8:15 in the Recreation 
Room of Egbert Union, Ithaca 
College. 
The talk will be part of the 
Distinguished Visitor Lecture 
Series being sponsored by the 
Egbert Union Board. 
· Mr. Schwartz, who is the author 
of a recent best-selling paper 
back book on the Soviet Union, 
is a veteran obsd"Ver of the 
Soviet scene. Soviet authorities 
are said to pay special attention 
to his dispatches appearing in 
the New York Times, and to his 
other writings. 
During World War II he 
served in the Soviet Intelligence 
section of the U.S. Office of 
Strategic Services. 
,; 
"rHE l'TI-IAtAN, FEBRUARY 18, 1966, .I> AGE 2 
MENC Sponsors Major Schandler Receives Phil_l_ips Ad~~ess 
Donald Wright B M d l . v· N Business MaJors 
At Choral Clinics ~onze .e a tn -l~t am On Pro.gramming 
Greek Highlights 
MaJor H. Y. Schandler whose 
At the invitation of the Ithaca inspiration led to the current A nationally recognized leader 
College chapter No. 219 of the activity of the Ithaca College in the field of education for 
Music Educators National Confer- student Committee for the De- management will visit Ithaca 
ence the noted Canadian choral fense of Viet Nam was awarded College Monday, Feb. 21, to ad-
.Delta Phi Zeta 
The sisters of Delta Phi Zeta 
ushered Scampers this year. This 
is an annual affair that the 
sisters look forward to. 
conductor and lecturer, Mr. Don- the Bronze Star Medal for bis dress two classes and to deliver 
ald Wright, will present two outstanding display of aggres- a lecture open to the College Phi Delta Phi 
choral clinics at Ithaca College siveness, devotion to duty and community. On February 20, 1966 Phi 
on Wednesday, February 23rd. personal bravery which is the Prof. Denis Sinclair Phillips, ·oelt will bold an Invitational 
The first demonstration sched- finest of military traditions. director of th~ Management . Tea from 2 to 3 on Sunday after-
uled for 10 a.m. in th~ instr~- The letter from the major to Institute of New · York Univer- noon. The Invitational Tea is a 
n:iental re~earsal room _ 1~ spec1- his nephew at l.C. (December, sity, will speak at two classes in sorority function, the purpose of 
f1cally des1gne_d ~or a Jomt ses- ,65) asking if a worthy student business administration, at 12 which is to invite those girls to 
~ion of the Jumo~ choral ~nd organization would collect sup- noon and at 1 p:m., and at 7 the last rush party who have 
mstrumental music education plies for the depressed Ben Cat p.m., he will talk on "The Pro- achieved the academic require. 
classes. All Ithaca College stu- High School established the con- cess of Success-Programming to ments of a 2.3 index. The Tea 
dents are urg~d to attend the tinuing correspondence between Meet the Challenges and De- will be followed by an open 
aftern?on session from. l-_2:45 the-- major and the I.C. Commit- mands of Tomorrow's Opportuni- house in which those invited 
p.m. m Ford Hall A~d1_torm~. tee. Major Schandler will be .in Major Henry Y. $chandler ties." The evening lecture will may tour the house, with one of 
Chorus _member~ and JU~1ors 1!1· charge of the distribution of the be given in Egbert Union Rec- the sisters. 
volved m practice teachmg will supplies when they will arrive ment and movement of an in- reation Room and will be open 
be dismissed from their regular in March. fantry company whose mission to all students and faculty mem-
activities and are expe~ted to The Ithaca College Student was to relieve the embattled bers. 
attend the afternoon session. Committee lauds the heroism of perimeter. Moving forward with Prof. Phillips' visit to Ithaca 
Mr. Wright has had wide ex- Major Schandler as they are well leased elements of this relief College will be at the invitation 
perience in the field of public aware of the aims of the 2d In- force, Major Schandler came upon of the Department of Business 
school n:i,usic at the secondary fantry of the 1st Infantry Divis- the dead and wounded of an am- Administration. 
level. His credits include the di- ion and they feel proud of. such bush patrol that had been caught The Management Institute 
rectorship of his own profes- an association. outside the perimeter. He swiftly which Prof. Phillips beads is one 
sional choral group, the Don The Bronze Star is not a fre- arranged for the evacuation of of the outstanding centers for 
Wright Singers who enjoyed quent award and it was awarded these casualties. When his continuing study of manage-
complete North Americ_a~ cover- to Major Schandler for heroism. forces reached the objective, ment beyond the terminal de-
age over C. B. C. Do~mon ~d The men of the 1st Infantry Di- Major Schandler personally ac- gree, and more than 3,000 stu-
the Mu_tual networks m t~e 4?· vjsion are performing their duty companied the ammunition, ra- dents were enrolled last year. 
Pi Theta Phi 
On Feb. 9, Pi Theta Phi held 
its first meeting of this semester. 
Mr. Roger Fuchs of the Siemens 
Co. presented a film and discus-
sion on a short wave modality 
called Ultrathenn 608. 
During the business meeting, 
Nancy Rothschild and Ann Sny-
der were elected alumni chair-
man and corresponding secretary 
respectively.· Final plans were 
also made for· the fraternity 
newsletter with hopes that it will 
be ·out the end of February. · 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
On Friday, February 11, SAN 
social fraternity held "Shindig.'; 
Tony Carozza, co-social chairman 
of SAN, was in charge of the 
three band dance. 
The Flames, the Mojos and the 
Gonads held the crowd way over 
the expected time span of the 
dance. The Gonads came in un-
expectedly to substitute for the 
Trolls, and did an excellent last 
minute job. 
The three hour rock and roll 
music kept the dancers busy, 
although some preferred to just 
listen and be entertained by the 
show put on by the bands. 
~ter the lights went on at 
midnight, the crowd asked for 
more and the Mojos took over 
with a fifteen minute rendition 
of "I Can't Get No Satisfaction" 
and according to Mike Ollin~ 
brother, the entire theme of th~ 
dance is inspired in the last 
number, the students just would 
not get enough of "Shindig." 
'50 radio seasons. Mr. Wnght is in conjunction with the two fold tion trucks and ambulances to He also heads the Institute's 
currently a freelance lecturer goal stated. by Vice-President the firing positions. Disregard- Executive Program. He is an M h d f ch•td H dt• 
and guest conductor.. Mr_ • Humphrey, "The American ing sproradic sniper fire, he educational consultant in the et O 8 0 I 80 Ing 
h 11 field of management educat1·on, --· Wright's lectures ere W1 . give people need to know, that there then directed distribution of 
I.C. students an opportunity to are two wars in Viet Nam-the ammunition and rations, and r:! aplslanom~:rvgecsomnuon .thtteee cfuornr ·thecu- Discussed by __ Psycho)ody. Dept. 
discover many valuable tech- military struggle against the supercombat equipment. Major _ Et 
niques related _to the arts _of Viet Cong and the effort through Schandler then expertly organ- Ad_ ssociate in Applied Sciences Last Tuesday night the psy- advice from the principal and 
choral conducting, com_mumty social revolution to bring a bet- ized a second convoy to transport egree and for professional level chology department held a lee- teacher of the tutee. Through a 
singing, and the teaching of ter life to the South Vietnamese the battalion elements to camp." prodgramtes in malort~age banking fore which featured Mrs. Ann co-ordinated effort, Mrs. Gunning 
music to teenagers as well as pe1>ple." In la_ st week's Ithacan an sys ms an YSlS. For many Gunning speaking on ''The Tech- h that th hildre' years he was director of the opes e c n will be 
adults. _____ the latter goal was pictorialized niques of Dealing with a Child" given a chance to establish them-
and the Bronze Star Charactenz. es non-athletic student activities for f ti stud ts . te 1 · R·oeder To G,·ve h f or prospec ve en m res- se ves in school and at home. WICB Features the war against the Viet Cong. t e our undergraduate schools ted . th tut . al f at New York University. m e on program O • A second speaker, Mrs. Dev-is: f:~:~~t from the citation L,·szt Rec,·tal Pri,or to joining N.Y.U., he fered through the psychology de- ereux, who is in· charge of the 
"1 t I • 11 was on the faculty of the Depart- pmartment and student govern- volunteers in the school system, $ mpreSSIOnS "Elements of the 2d Battalion, enl 
2d Infantry were occupying de- A piano recital of compositions ment of Government at Washing- spoke on the attitude of the 
A new radio program which 
will give impressions and an· 
nouncements direct from Student 
Congress meetings is now being 
broadcast over WICB AM at 
11:10 every Thursday night. 
The program, "First Impres-
sions," features Pete Walsh, com-
menting on the business of Stu-
dent Congress and making an-
nouncements pertinent to the 
entire student body. 
Comments on the program 
may be sent to the commentator 
in care of WICB, "First Impres-
sions." 
AUCTION' 
f · · th · · · b Fr L" t ·i1 b · t ton Square College Mrs. Gunning, Elementary Co- tutor and tutee. She stressed ensive positions in e v1c1mty y anz 1SZ w1 e given a · d" t I th Ith Pub · 
of Ap Bau Bang. In the early Ithaca College Wednesday eve- Prof. Phillips received the or ma or &Or e aca lie that the tu~rs were going into a 
nm
. g February· 23 by Harold Ph.D. degree from N.Y.U. m· School System, spoke to the stu- highly professional situation. She morning the perimeter was at- d f 
tacked by a refinement of Viet Roeder of the fa~ulty of the 1956. 
0 
erts = t:el ne~ o~:s, D?t also emphasiz!d that although it 
Cong under the cover of mortar, Sch?ol of Musi~. The recital will ---- s:h~l wor:,P but e al&'O to nhe: :i:r: ::!es:':i°~xpesi::0~~ ;~~ 
recoilless and automatic weapons begin at 8·15 m the Ford Hall 
. . . Plann,·ng Board children adjust to the school totally professional. She said that fire. Major Schandler was serv- aud1tonum. ·tuati M t f th hildre tu 
ing as executive officer at 2d In- Mr. Roeder holds both a ~ on. os O • e c . n ~e . tor . was . to . let the child 
fan try Headquarters when word Bachelor of Science and a Master Moves Route 968 mvolved are educationally dis- identify with mm mstead of feel 
reached the command that their of Music degree from Ithaca Col- advm>:taged. According , to ~ that the tutor is his teacher. 
units at Bau Bang required im- lege. During his time at Ithaca The possibility of the reloca- ~unrung, they are_ in,, 'the twi- The tutorial program in the 
mediate relief and resupply.- In College, Mr. Roeder studied tion of Route 96B came nearer light zone of leanung. Ithaca School System began four 
minimum time Major Schandler piano with Professor Joseph to reality as the Ithaca City Most of ·these children have years ago as an outgrowth of the 
had organized and dispatched a Tague. Planning Board sent to Albany poor listening habits, can't fol- civil rights move. First at Cor-
resupply convoy. He then per- Last year Mr. Roeder returned for approval a proposal for this low directions and have never nell,. the progr~ spread so that 
sonally supervised the deploy- to IC after two years in the pub- relocation. been open to opinion. Mrs. Gun- it now includes LC. students and 
lie school system at Roscoe, New The municipal plan calls for a ning listed various ways in which ladies of __ the community. 
York. During that time he taught ramp under the Ithaca College to reach the child. The tutor is 
on a part ti!Jle basis while he entrance which continues across urged to establish a close rela- ___________ __, 
(Continued from page 1) was working - for bis master's. and bisects Coddington Road, tionship with his tutee. Through 
This year he is teaching on the then crosses Danby Road by an- friendship, these children can SUPPORT 
Ithaca students participating at auction in Egbert Union Lobby. 
Along with the auction a cake Zeta, the brothers of Pi Lambda 
will be raffled off in honor of Chi, or at the auction from the 
George Washington's birthday. cashier. A ticket holder must be 
Raffel tickets may be purchased present at the time of the draw-
from the sisters of Delta Phi ing in order to win the cake. 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
faculty full-time. other underpass and continues achi_eve a better understanding 
Program past Morse Chain to the Elmira of the meaning of learning. 
Prelude (After Johann Sebastian Road. These children have a need to 
Bach) It was brought out at the meet- succeed. The school system be-
"Weinen, Klagen ing from which the proposal lieves that if the tutees are 
Sorgen, Zagen" . grew (the Greater Ithaca Re- given the chance to succeed in 
Consolation, No. 3 in D Flat gional Planning Board) that of a friendly relationship with their 
Major the various plans submitted by tutors, their success will enable 
Lento placido several city, town and county them to seek further success in 
Annees de Pelerinage (Book ll agencies, this one was the only other areas, hopefully school 
· Italie) plan which would conform with work. 
No. 5 Sonetto 104 del state regulations on grading of Books and materials will be 
(Continued on page 9) roadways within the state. supplied to each tutor, as will 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
• 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
• 
Sundays • Rock & Roll 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
Fint Floor· 
BADGES- FAVORS-MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
FREE GAS 
Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Gu 
AT 
DON SOPP ATLANTIC 
(Comer of GrHII and Cayuga) 
AR 2·2600 
FOR THE BEST 
FOOD IN 
TOWN 
AT THE LOWEST 
PRICES 
11Your Electronics Supermarket" 
1201 Dryden-Ithaca Rd. 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this .-clal offer 
for IC students. 
What "W.- NII "We" GuarantN 
This Week's Winning Ticket - 019301 
5 Gallons of Gas-FREEi 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
SCAMPERS 
'66 
SOMETHING SPECIAL 
McDONALD'S NEW 
FILET 
'O 
FISH 
Try this McDonald's exclu· 
live In good eating-you're 
sure lo agree It's the best 
&sh sandwich anywhere. 
ONLY 29 CENTS 
McDonaldi. 
Kaarat Selected To 
... 
Participate at Columbia 
Raymond H. Kaaret, chairman 
of the Department of Govern-
ment at Ithaca College, has been 
selected to participate in_ a Col-
lege Faculty Seminar on Islamic 
Art at Columbia University this 
summer from JllJle 15-August 15. 
tions in the United States who 
will also give seminars in Wash-
ington, D.C. and Boston. 
The program is intended for 
college faculty who teach Middle 
East history or art history. It is 
sponsored by the New York State 
Education Department. 
1962. Previously, he was asso-
ciate professor and chairman of 
the department of government at 
Rockford (Ill.) College. 
He received the A.B. degree 
from the University of California 
at Berkeley, the M.P.A. from 
New York University and the 
Ph.D. from American University, 
Serving on the faculty will be 
Ysome of the world's leading 
scholars from various institu-
Kaaret has been a member of 
the Ithaca College faculty since 
,. 
' 
~ HALF/FARE TRAVEL PLAN 
This Identification c:ard entitles: 
...... "" .. ·. 
NAME .. ;:;,~~/· ;···. 
to purchase traniU~rMor Sf.If only, subject to conditions 
·· c11fte_~.<*e. 
THIS CARD EXPIRES ON -:.· _?: ·// ./>,> :'·' 
SIGNATURE - Card Holder 
Hair Color 
Eye Color 
Male a remaleO 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• 
If you're under 22 years old and have this card ... 
you can fly TWA-for 1/i fare! 
This TWA identification card could be the most important one in your wallet. 
It lets you buy a TWA ticket for travel in the U.S. one way or round trip-for 
50% off the regular_Jet Coach fare! Fill out the application form below, take 
it with proof-Of age to your nearest TWA office, or a nearby travel agent, buy 
the identification card for $3-and you're all set. Or, if you prefer, mail to 
TWA. The plan is good for travel on a stand-by basis all year, except for the 
few days listed below. Any questions? Just call your nearest TWA office. 
,,--------------------------~-------------a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Present this application to any TWA office. Or mail to the address below: 
TWA HALF/FARE TRAVEL PLAN 
P.O. Bo:a: 700, Times Square Station 
New York, N. Y, 10036 
1. NAME 
Please Print 
2. HOME ADDRESS 
Street 
City State 
OL OR OCCUPATION 
OL OR BUSINESS ADDRESS 
Street 
City State 
Address to which card is to be sent: D Home D School or Business 
5. DATE OF BIRTH 
Month Day 
[
Check type of proof submitted with this application. ] 
6. PROOF OF AGE Send photostat, not orlglnal, with malled appllcatlon. 
D Birth Certificate 
O Driver's Licensa 
O School Record O Draft Card O Other (specify) 
Zip Code 
(Class of 
Zip Code 
Year 
7. Male O Female O 8. Color of hair·---- 9, Color of eyes ___ _ 
10. Enclose $3.00: D Check O Money Order (Not refundable. DO NOT MAIL CASH.) 
Make check or Money Order payable to TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC. 
Travel under the Half/Fare plan is not available on April 7, November 23, 
November 27, December 15 through 24, 1966, and January 2 through 4, ~967. 
I 11. SIGNATURE 
.L_ .... ______________________ ..._ _____ -:.~~~-------J. 
I.C. Prof. Discovers 
2600 Year Old Plan 
For Shopping Center 
Prof. Marcia Asher of Ithaca 
College and Prof. Robert Ascher 
of Cornell have discovered an ex-
pie of sophisticated city plan-
ning dating back more than 
2,600 years-to the mid-7th Cen-
tury B.C.-in Turkey at Sardis, 
one of the great cities of the an-
cient world. 
On a half-acre within the city, 
the Lydians built a self-contained 
unit of shops and industries. It 
was behind a monumental wall. 
Through the centuries, the wall 
has been preserved up to six 
feet in height. More than 100 
feet of it have been unearthed. 
Also distinguished by planning 
is the residential area near the 
source of King Croesus' gold 
supply. Here, archaeologists dis-
covered multiroomed split-levels, 
with receding and projecting 
fronts. It was these homes that 
Profs. Ascher discovered as part 
of an expedition to Sardis or-
ganized by professors at Cornell 
University and Harvard Univer-
sity. 
Ithaca Students 
Are Eligible for 
Summer Seminar 
As a member of the College 
Center of the Finger Lakes, 
Ittaca College is eligible to par-
ticipate in the Student Seminar 
flight to Europe this summer. 
All students and faculty mem-
bers may register under the 
C.C.F.L. group rate which costs 
$300 for the round-trip flight be-
tween New York and London. 
This will be a Pan American jet 
flight leaving New York on June 
20 and returning on August 16. 
Plans are under the direction of 
the Geneva Travel Agency, and 
they require a $25.00 deposit by 
March 1. This deposit is re-
fundable until May 20, at which 
time the balance is due. Checks 
should be made out to The 
Geneva Travel Agency and sent 
to Diane Woodfield, Comstock 
House, William Smith College, 
Geneva, New York, 14456. Reser-
vations will be made in order of 
checks received. 
CLASSIFIED 
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN 
WANTED-Responsible party to take 
over low monthly payments on a spinet 
piano. Can be seen locally. Write Credit 
Manager, P.O. Box S5, Cortland Ohio. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Pleasant Atmosphere 
for dates 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272-9715 
ALL AMERICAN 
BOY 
OF THE WEEK 
RICHARD KAUPP 
A & S '66 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank1s American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
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Harcourt Discusses 
Implications of Tragedy 
at ENG Meeting Tuesday 
On Tuesday, February 15, Epsi-
lon Nu Gamma presented Dr. Har-
court, Ithaca College Professor 
of English, who headed a discus-
sion on the meaning and impli-
cations of tragedy. The discussion 
was based on a book by Henry 
Alonzo Myers, Tragedy: A View 
of Life. 
More than fifty interested stu-
dents attended this meeting of 
the Ithaca College Literary So-
ciety, representing nearly all the 
departments of the school. 
Dr. Harcourt began his discus-
sion by questioning whether Pro-
fessor Myers presented a specific 
definition of tragedy applicable 1 
to the audience experience. The ! Dr. Harcourt at ENG. 
issues and key terms of the tragic · . . . 
· t· d b p I courts d1scuss1on - whether experience men 10ne y ro- . 
f ,.. th d' d tragedy can he considered as part essor myers were en 1scusse 
of man's view of life i.e. reality, by the students, including: the 
or whether tragedy must remain problem of values in the 
part of a self-contained aesthetic twentieth century, the meaning 
experience. Dr. Harcourt felt that 
of good and evil, and the expia-
t. f · t· D H t h it would be "therapeutic" to leave 10n o JUS ice. r. arcour t en . . 
k d b t , ·t the d1scuss1on of tragedy on the as e a ou man s capac1 y to ex-
. . level of a problem, as this is an perience pam and pleasure, and , . 
h th th. t b b 1 d I important human question. w e er 1s mus e a a ance [ 
experience. 
The students discussed specific 
works commonly _ considered 
tragedies as they tried to arrive 
at a workable example of the 
tragic experience. An important 
question of whether or not Willy 
Loman in Miller's Death of A 
Salesman, or Emma Bovary of 
Flaubert's Madame Bovary could 
be considered tragic figures was 
raised. By this time, the students, 
who at first were quiet, were now 
presenting their opinions to the 
questions posed by Dr. Harcourt. 
The view of life, as compared 
to the aesthetic experience com-
prised the final point of Dr. Har-
FACULTY WOODWIND 
(Co11tinued from page 1) 
Quintet, Op. 43, C. Nielsen 
Allegro ben moderato 
Menuet 
Praeludium-Tema con 
variazioni 
- Intermission -
Quintette, J. Francaix 
Andante tranqui110-Allegro 
assai 
Presto 
Terna con variazioni 
Tempo di marcia Francese 
Three Shanties, M. Arnold 
Allegro vivace 
Allegretto semplice 
Allegro con brio 
-A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
ACADEMY BEAUTY SALON 
113 S. Cyuga St. 
Shampoo & Set ........ $2.00 
(extra charge for long hair) 
Cut, Shampoo & Set .. $4.00 
Opening Every Evening 
till 5:00 P.M. 
Saturday till 5:00 P.M. 
Phone 272-5460 
Kappa To Hold 
Annual Original 
Comp. Recital 
Kappa Gamma Psi will pre-
sent its annual Original Compo-
sition Recital on Friday, Febru-
ary 25, at 8: 15 p.m. in the music 
auditorium. Each year, the 
music fraternity presents a con-
cert at which the best composi-
tions of those submitted are pre-
sented. 
The> program includes music 
of many different groups. "The 
Brass Quintet" by John Whitney 
will open the recital. Following 
this, Erwin Chandler's "Opus for 
Winds and Percussion" will be 
conducted by Robert Prins. 
"Three Moods for 'l\rn Clarinets 
and Piano'' by Paul Goldstaub 
will be heard. James Brown's 
"Trio for Flute, Clarinet and 
Cello" follows. The next num-
ber will be a chance piece, ''Ten 
by ThirtE'en" written by Paul 
Somers. 
_ Donald Sinta, a faculty mem-
ber, will be featured in the piece, 
"Illoda" by Howard Smith. This 
piece is dedicated to Mr. Sinta. 
The last selection, written by an 
J.C. alumnus, William Youhass, is 
entitled "Variations for Percus-
sion Quartet" conducted by Terry 
Hulick. 
The compositions are judged by 
a group of faculty members. The 
winner will receive a cash prize 
and a tape of the performance. 
PIANO RECITAL 
( Co11ti11111·d from papr 2) 
Petrarca 
Pause 
I Sonata in B minor 
1 Lento assai-Allegro ener-
gico 
Andante Sostenuto - Quasi 
adaigo 
Allegro energico - Allegro 
moderato 
Lento assai 
"PIRRO'S" 
ITHACA'S FIRST 
AND ONLY 
PIZZA & SUB SHOP 
at 
THE LOWEST 
PRICES IN TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m, 
115 E. Green St. 
Call AR 2-1950 
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Let1 s Get Together on the Rules 
Every year, some students are expelled from 
school for one reason or another. Each student 
at Ithaca College will recognize and respect the 
Administration's prerogative to demand the 
expulsion of a student. 
However, there are very few students who 
can accept the dichotomy of the rules govern-
ing expulsion. Granted, the Administration 
must take actions that at times will not be well 
received on campus although it is considered 
for the betterment of the college. The problem 
is, though, which rules are being used by the 
Administration in these cases. 
The Blue and Gold is sent to each incoming 
Frosh girl and transfer student. During Orien-
tation Week, the counselors drill the students 
about the rules found in the Blue and Gold. 
However, when there is a question of expulsion, 
the Administration uses the rules in the cata-
logue ·which states that the Administration re-
serves the right to suspend or expell any stu-
dent whose actions are found to be detrimental 
or dangerous to the college. 
The problem exists in that the students and 
the Administration are working with different 
rules. Perhaps a clarification of the various 
rules and interpretations are necessary. This 
solution might then avoid the difficulties that · 
arise when the civil authorities call certain 
actions criminal offenses and the college calls 
them infractions or vice versa. 
IFC And The New Housing Complex 
With the building of the new housing com-
plex many questions have arisen as to its oc-
cupancy and other ramifications. The complex 
has been slated for Greek occupancy with some 
houses available as early as September 1966. 
One of the Il)ajor questions outside of which 
Greek will receive what house and when, is 
that of the Administration of the housing pro-
ject. The most effective way of ruling the 
Greek housing is through the Inter Fraternal 
Council. IFC's purpose is to regulate the 
Greeks in terms of their activities and pledging 
programs and to maintain unity among the 
Greeks. 
This arrangement seems to be the most prac-
tical for all concerned. They will be in an-
other section of the campus operating in an-
other medium. Why not let IFC establish the 
general rules and regulations for the Greeks. 
In this way, they would be able to coordinate 
the activities and increase the . potential and 
usefulness for the entire college community. 
Secondly, both Women's Governing Board and 
Men's Governing Board would be relieved 
from some of their enormous burden. Such a 
distribution of authority would make MGB, 
WGB, and IFC more effective. Both Govern-
ing Boards have a great responsibility in regu-
lating the dorms and in hearing appeal cases. 
IFC is already concerned with the general rules 
and attitudes of the Greeks as well as disciplin-
ing the Greeks for certain actions. 
It would seem wise to let WGB and MGB 
regulate and discipline those students with 
whom they have greater contact and under-
standing; and let IFC be completely con-
cerned with its own sphere. 
Roads to Accidents 
It is a well known fact that there are cer-
tain inconveniences to be experienced in the 
course of building a new campus. Roads and 
parking facilities is only one of the many 
factors. 
-The situation with the parking lots behind 
the Towers seems to have gone beyond the 
understanding stage. It is chaotic. As the· lot 
was originally built, there --was not enough 
space appropriated for all the cars owned by 
the Tower residents. An additional problem 
has arisen now that the lower lot is designed 
for guests at the Faculty Club. . 
Perhaps -lining the parking lot-both lower 
and upper-would partially alleviate the prob-
lem. Secondly, if at least part of the lower lot 
was given back to students and if the workmen 
were not allowed to park their cars or trucks 
in the upper lot, there would be fewer instances 
of illegal parking by students because of no 
place to go. 
The road that leads from the Towers to the 
lower campus is in rather poor condition. The 
smaller bumps and ruts of the fall hav·e turned 
into gullies and chasms after the first winter's 
snow. It is dangerous enough to drive on the 
road in clear weather; however, the near acci-
dents that occurred were-it should seem-
more than enough to cause some type of cor-
rective action to be taken. 
Of course, it is difficult to maintain roads 
in perfect condition when heavy construction 
equipment is cons~antly b!!ing driven on them. 
And yet, there are 720 students and numerous 
members of the faculty and Administration, 
plus townspeople who are being endangered by 
driving on the road. Perhaps just a leveling-
off process would be helpful until the road 
can be permanently repaired and paved. 
The Tower Snaclc Bar 
The closing of the Tower Snack Bar on Sun-
days seems strangely incongruous with the idea 
behind the tower development: that of making 
it a self-sustaining community. 
The reason for the closing of the Snack Bar 
is that the Administration felt that one would 
be sufficient to serve the campus as it has in 
the past. However, there are now 720 more 
persons l_iving on the campus. It seems imprac-
tical for one Snack Bar to serve these extra 
students as well as the normal run of Sunday 
visitors. 
Secondly, from an economic p.oint of view, 
the Tower Snack Bar was carrying a good 
business on Sundays. Many late sleepers in the 
Towers having missed Sunday dinner would 
patronize the Snack Bar until the second meal 
of the day was served by Saga. 
After all, the Tower complex is not like 
downtown Ithaca-there is no urban renewal 
project that closes a business. 
Bits and Pieces MOVIE REVIEW 
by Rene Burrough by Art Moore 
Did you know that there's a "Thunderball" is the fourth Ian Fleming novel t<? be filmed, 
Junior Class meeting on Monday providing another movie filled with the customary vmlence and 
... that a phantom made a phone romance. Because these secret agent films are so differe~t f ~om 
call to Toledo, Ohio on the faculty the other pictures turned out by producers, they are falhng mto 
phone in Noah's Ark ... that a ca~gory all their own with other non-criticizable things such 
there's a great fraternity lodge as "The American flag," "mother," and "Helen Hayes." As 
on Route #89 ... that there's a usual the James Bond character is hard at work uncoverin_g 
door in the Job Building that espionage plots and having his usual fun with the usual female 
leads nowhere ... that there's a counter-secret agents. 
"hot-line" phone. in the West - "Thunderball" is concerned with a $280,000,000 ransom for 
T~wer ... that Turc_o dislocated lost atomic bombs which the enemy has managed to steal. Many 
his shoulder and stlll won ~he complications and interwoven plots cause Bond the usual prob-
~atch . · · that the Blood Dnve !ems, all of which he evades easily. The action is rougher than 
1s. 8 !darch; any persons under 21 the previous films, with the most expensive production to date . ..F'. 
wishing. to donate blood .m~st The film is sophisticated and as a result, it is a tight, exciting 
have wntten parental perm1ss1on melodrama in which novelty of action figures importantly. 
... that the population of W.T. T · b b I d · NATO · · · 
103 h d d d 33 3°' wo atomic om s are sto en unng a trammg mis- . a ecrease . ·10 • • • • b SPECTRE h h d h E 1· h 
th t d f N h,, Ark · s1on y , w o t reatens to rop t em on two ng 1s a one en o oa s 1s A . . · · f h · · d B d giving Niagara Falls a run for its or mencan c1t1es I t . e ransom 1s not pa1 . on must re-
money . . . that we're learning cover . these. bombs, which have been flown to the Bahamas 
about fairy tales in Anthro; that's and hidden on th~ fl?or of the ocean. . 
"culcha" . . . that three times a One of the highlight sequences, although a little long and 
week is enough for Spanish Rice a bit illogical, is die underwater battle between Bond, the U.S. 
... that Sanjak of Novi Bazr is Aquap~ratrOOJ?S, and the villains. The film's finale of Bond'~ 
next to Nich ... that there are no rescue 1s nothmg less than spectacular. ~ 
quiet hours for librarians . . . Connery is up to his usual stylish self and delivers some 
that the basketball team plays excellent lines in his typical dry manner. The supporting players 
better pool . . . that we should headed by beautiful European girl are effective and eye-filling. 
have Ithaca College pencils ... Luciana Paluzzi as the e11emy agent is the stand-out. Adolfo 
that one of the girls who works Celi brings a dripping menace to the part of the swarthy heavy 
in the Administration Building who is nearly as ingenious,- but not quite...:... as the British 
also doubles for a go-go girl . . . agent. 
that ~t's wading ~ime on the IC Terence Young's direction takes advantage of every situa-
c~mpi · · · that Silence Week be- tion in his effort to maintain action at a fever-pitch. This is ' 
gms on Monday_ · · · that even done with perfection. The production design· arid art direction is 
Profs are watching Batma°: now superb. John Barry's score s somewhat repetitive from the 
· · · t~at the Towers cafetena got earlier "Goldfinger," but it still adds class to the overall film. 
new silverware. .. Wh b "d · If 'II b 
AS I SEE IT 
Dear Expelled Co-ed, 
As I See It an unjust situation 
exists on the Ithaca College cam-
pus. Each year either one or a 
few g!rls are expelled from 
school because they stay out all 
night without calling in or both-
ering to sign out. Of course, only 
a few are caught, and those few, 
like you, are expelled. 
Do you now ask yo1:1rself why, 
if a Stu.dent Court was formed 
to handle expulsion and suspen-
sion cases, you never got the 
chance to appear before this 
court?· Have you asked yourself 
where this rule about "automatic 
dismissal" in such cases is 
written? _ Certainly not in the 
Blue and Gold. This handbook 
simply states "The Co~lege does 
reserve the right to take disci-
plinary measures in keeping with 
its own best interests. Such dis-
ciplinary action may result in a 
student being placed on proba-
tion or in dismissal from Col-
lege." 
In accordance with this state-
ment it has been administrative 
policy to automatically dismiss 
girls who violate the rule of re-
turning to the dorm at curfew. 
It seems that it is the adminis-
tration's opinion that your action 
is detrimental to the reputation 
of the school · and that it may 
hurt indirectly the "nice girls." 
I find myself thinking that no 
human being has the right to 
judge what you did during the 
hours you stayed out. It would 
seem that an administrator's 
responsibility is first and only to 
protect the school. Such an 
action as yours is committed 
without hurting others as op. 
posed to a criminal action such 
as pedaling narcotics. It is true 
that you have broken a rule and 
must be punished accordingly. 
But I can only ask another ques-
tion. Why _are there students 
still on campus who have com-
mitted criminal offenses? Why 
weren't they expelled also? 
There are several offenses 
listed in the Blue and Gold 
which may result in suspension 
or expulsion. Three of them are 
"possession of illegal weapons or 
narcotics, unauthorized use of 
alcoholic beverages on campus, 
and any violation of civil or 
criminal ordinances or laws 
which brings discredit upon the 
College or brings into question 
(Continued on page 5) 
lieve it! 
at more can e sa1 - see 1t yourse - you never e-
FROM THE MAILROOM 
by Steve Schiffman 
Perhaps at no other time in history has so much attcntiort' 
been paid to the youth of a society. Throughout the nation, in 
every newspaper, on every radio and television station, there 
is news of students burning draft cards, protesting against Wash-. 
ington policy, and protesting against protesting against Wash-
ington policy. To be sure, this generation is rebelling in unusual 
ways, ·but these are unusual times. There has never been a time 
when the United States was involved in Viet Nam, in a cold 
war with Russia, facing problems in Latin America, ~nd attempt-
ing to maintain a stable economy, all at the same time. There 
is no precedent established which the student can base his 
actions on, therefore, he strikes out in many different ways. We 
would like to suggest that quite possibly the "adults" are acting~ 
vmore like the "children" that they are criticizing. 
The·re are some who would say that all the American Col-
lege Student is interested in is stating his dissatisfaction with 
the United .States foreign and domestic policies. At first glance, 
this would appear to be the case. During the course of any one 
week, this desk receives about 40 newspapers from campuses 
across the nation. As the editors, reporters, and columnists are 
students, they more accurately reflect -student opinion better 
than could any opinion poll, mass rally, or protest march against 
anything. During the next weeks it will be the purpose of this 
column to bring to its readers the happenings of student groups 
in the United States, as reported in their own press. This an-;1 
alyzation will discuss a broad scope of subjects ranging from 
the Viet Nam conflict, to sex on campuses, to the latest fad. 
As we have previously mentioned, there has been a great 
deal of discussion concerning student action. However, one out-· 
standing feature seems to rise above the rest. A feeling ol 
"negativism" prevails wherever students gather. To quote from 
the RIT Reporter, "Students are against conformity, against ad-
ministration policy, against current Viet Nam policy, against 
the military draft, against almost everything ... they are op-
posed to major and minor issues and oddly enough are seldom 
in favor of anything." We would like to go one step further on, 
this assumption, that there is a definite lack of interest among 
certain student groups Apathy seems to be the by-word of these 
persons. This is true throughout the country. Editorial blast 
their readers on the point that they fail to even show the slight-
est amount of interest, "until the draft reality catches up to 
them." Here at LC. there have been articles attempting to pro-
mote student participation in college life. However, it has been 
admitted, in one editorial on this paper, that a student must 
decide for himself which is more important, his studies, corn· 
mittees for dances, or his own form of social life. We fully accept 
that premise. We question, nowever, the person not aware 01 
the present ri~-n taxes proposed by the. President, or the lack 
of information oncerning the actio~s of C":ongress, and ~ore 
closely at horn , the rules and regulations which ~overn our h\'es 
her~ ~t college. These we feel, are significant in the daily process 
of hvmg. 
The columnist from Rochester Institute of Tcchnolo11r was 
suggesting that the only way to fully destroy this im~~ge ol 
" .. ,, f h negat1v1sm was or t e student population to become morrJ, 
fully_ kn~wledgeable to its_ s~rro_undings. The point that we are 
makmg, 1s that student op1mon 1s AGAINST the image that has 
been created by a small minority of students .. These are the ones 
who have burned their draft card who have screamed about 
how: cruel the world is, and have d;clared themselves citizens of 
the world. In order to fully combat this, it is the responsibility 
of all s~udents to take an active part in this conflict. We are 
~ot saying that a_ll persons must agree with any specific issue, 
m fact, we heartily_ commend those who have the courage to 
oppose. We are saymg, though, that in order to take a stan~, 
whether pro or con, the student must be informed which will 
only develop from interest. ' 
j___ 
-·-~--
-==-~· ... 
-
BOOK REVIEW 
By Paul Graham Yorkis 
The Left Handed Dictionary 
Mentz 
This is one book that everyone who writes should have on 
his desk. Mr. Levinson _has combined the format of a dictionary, 
the hu:'11or of a good Joke book and a group of very amusing 
'quotations. Most of the information contained within the covers 
of this book has absolutely no value to the writer of term 
papers, except to clog his mind with some very humorous 
thoughts on some very serious subjects. The basis for this book 
was a collection of features which appeared as the "The Left-
Handed Dictio~ary" in Cosmopolitan in the late 1940's. The 
author, along with Ted Taylor, a long time friend had started 
to keep a file of witty sayings and definitions. As the years 
pass_ed, Mr. Taylor devote_d his. time to other areas, and Mr. 
Levinson went Qn to compile this very -funny book on his own. 
Three of the more apropos quotations follow: 
Coed: A girl who didn't get her man in high school. Aunt 
Emma. 
Coll~ge: A washing machine; you get out of its just what 
you put m, but you'd never recogr:iize it. Anon. Professor · 
Lecture: The process by which the notes of the professor 
be.come th~ notes of the students without passing through the 
mmds of either. Professor Rathbun, Stanford 
If you ·want to laugh and want to be able to make others 
laugh, read Tke Left Handed Dictionary_. "A dictionary into 
which a left-handed monkey wrench has been thrown " very 
accurately and effectively. ' 
)--------------------
AS I SEE IT of these rules are blatantly 
(ConUTtUed from page 4) arbitrary. Any college provides an 
the student's integrity," To my unreal existence. The students 
knowledge there are three boys are expected to abide by both 
still attending classes on this society's laws and the laws of 
campus who were charged with the school. Since the school is in-
and found guilty of the criminal volved with a relatively small 
offense of indicent exposure. I population it would seem that 
also remember that there were near-perfect rules could be set 
several. students inv~lved in the up. Instead, both you and I find 
possession of narcotics. One of that offenses are handled in a 
l,those students was allowed to completely arbitrary manner 
~ntinue going to classes. Doesn't moral judgments are made whe~ 
it seem odd to you that criminal the judges are in no position to 
offenses in some cases are make them, and the more guilty 
handled more leniently than in- students are allowed to .remain 
fractions of school rules? as students while offenses that 
. Right now I can't '1elp think- harm only the offenders are 
mg that you might be better off punished severely. 
away from Ithaca College where With deepest regrets, 
such rules and the punishment Susan Wayne 
LE1TERS TO THE_ EDITOR 
Dear Editor: 
Very rarely do I indulge in at-
tempting to communicate my dis-
gust or disapproval at some phase 
of the administration of tliis insti-
tution of higher learning; after 
three years of endurance, cons-
tructive criticism seems futile. 
However, it is my opinion that 
the periodical, entitled "The 
Ithacan," has reached such depths 
of inanity that anything other 
than disapprobation on my part 
would be a shirking of my respon-
sibilities. I am referring to the 
open letter to "Cheat," from Miss 
Susan Wayne. If Miss Wayne's 
attitude were a manifestation of 
an isolated opinion, then perhaps 
I would not have bothered to 
comment. However, the attitude 
evinced so admirably in Miss 
Wayne's letter seems indicative 
of a prevalent position among 
members of the administration 
and like-minded members of the 
student body, viz. a maintenance 
of certain high standards of mor-
ality on campus. These standards 
are to be enforced by reducing 
opportunities for waywardness, 
such as strict proctoring of all 
exams, (with or without faculty 
approval) ruthless punishment of 
offenders and elimination of 
cheating - conducive classrooms. 
The establishment of these prac-
tices seems to imply some form of 
student-administration coordina-
tion, with crusading students pro-
viding the impetus. 
However, these attempts at gov-
erning the activities of the stu-
dents would seem to be an ad-
mission of the low standard of 
morality on the campus. By as-
suming that the student body is 
an amoral, rebellious and irre-
sponsible group, student-govern-
ing bodies are free to thwart any 
transgression of established 
boundaries of morality_ by any 
expedient methods. Thus these 
governing groups firmly establish 
control beyond the limits of "loco 
parentis," and seek to mold and 
shape the individual in respect to 
the individual "assuming his 
proper place in society.". 
Am I apathetic to cheating? 
Yes! It is neither my duty nor my 
prerogative to determine the 
standards by which other individ-
uals abide. If an individual enters 
college without sufficient ma-
turity to act upon standards of 
morality based upon honesty, 
then that individual is not mature 
enough to enter a milieu, which 
ideally would be founded upon 
principles of intellectual honesty, 
But besides having an unrealistic 
conception of the meaning of the 
college experience, perhaps I am 
also being naive about the im-
plicit decency of people. 
David Brown 
Dear Editor: 
We have just returned from 
eating one of your dinner meals 
and are quite disgusted with its 
quality, quantity and other 
characteristics. If these com-
plaints only applied to one meal 
once in a while, we could under-
stand, but the fact is that meals 
have been getting progressively 
worse. For the past two semes-
ters we have been filling out 
food surveys, the size of a 
postcard or the size of the New 
York Times, Sunday edition; we 
are led to believe that these 
surveys are carefully perused, 
however the results have' been 
negative. 
The purchased food may have 
a very high quality however 
once Saga has finished with it, 
the original quality is completely 
disguised. The food not only 
looks unappetizing, but tastes 
even worse. More often than not, 
( Continued on paf/e 6) 
CAL EN DAR OF EVENTS 
Saturday, Feb, 19 
2:00 p.m., Varsity Gymnastics, 
U.S. Merchant Marine Academ~ 
and Cornell, gymnasium 
6:30 p.m., Freshman Wrestling, 
Oswego, gymnasium 
8:00 p.m., Varsity Wrestling, Os-
wego, gymnasium 
8:15 p.m., Scampers, "Once a 
Knight is ' Enough," College 
Theatre, DeWitt Park 
Sunday, Feb. 20 
8:15 p.m., Ithaca Woodwind 
Quintet, Ford Hall Auditorium 
Tuesday, Feb. 22 
8:15 p.m., Lecture, Glenn A. 
Olds, "Fit to Survive," Egbert 
Union Recreation Room 
8:15 p.m., Concert, College 
Chorus and Choir, Ford Hall 
Auditorium 
Wednesday, Feb. 23 
8:15 p.m., Recital, Harold Roeder, 
pianist, Ford Hall Auditorium 
Thursday, Feb. 24 
8:15 p.m., Lecture,. Harry 
Schwartz, "The New Triangle 
of World Politics," Egbert 
Union Recreation Room 
Friday, Feb. 25 
7:30 p.m., Hockey, Utica, Lynah 
Rink 
8:15 p.m., Recital, Kappa Gamma 
Psi, Ford Hall Auditorium 
H_ELP 
The Ithacan staff has done all it can to make the Ithacan 
the high calibre newspaper it should be; the rest is up to you. 
Handicapped by a s.mall staff, it is impossible to cover all 
the events. We need reporters-you for instance. It isn't neces-
sary to be a whiz at journalistic style. Our capable editing 
staff can doctor the worst of literary endeavors. 
It isn't necessary to contribute a lot of time. A few hours 
a week would be sufficient. We also need copywriters with 
some journalistic experience. 
We want to produce the best newspaper for the students, 
but we do need a little help. Don't be shy. If you're interest-
ed, come on by. 
For Headaches Take Compose or Contact: 
Jeff Falkner -
Rene Burrough 
X3581 
272-8602 
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Orama Review 
SCAMPERS '66 
Money is for spending,. and Scampers is for seeing. It's as 
simple as that. "Once a Knight Is Enough," the Scampers '66 
production is a sun~-fire hit. From the very first, in listening to 
the overture, there is an indication that there arc several sur-
prises in store for the evening and never for a moment was the 
audience disappointed. Unlike the popular conception of the 
Middle Ages being dark and dreary, this production paints the 
Middle Ages as being bright and zany. 
The play, with music composed by John Frcdcrico, book by 
Robert SRear, and direction by Jeffrey C. Kramer, concerns itself 
with the story of Abelard, the wizard, and his attempts to over-
throw the king and to gain control of the castle. Pcrci\'JI who 
is trying to attain knighthood, proves to be the m:ijor ob~tacle 
in Abelard's path to glory. Duncan, l\lurgatroyd and Cuthclbcrt 
join together to aid Percival in his endeavors to foil the evil 
wizard. There arc, of course, sub-plots to the storv-rhc love 
situations of Winthrop, the king, and Helen, Diane a·nd Duncan, 
and Evelyn and Bryan. The play opens with various court mem-
bers hurriedly cleaning the castle when the announcement comes 
of the arrival of Helen, a visiting Queen, who is looking for a 
r_ich husband. ( she comes complete with a gold-counter that 
hght_s up),. F:1day the thri_tcenth is approaching, and Abelard is 
making his fmal preparations for his conquest over the castle. 
While this i? goi~g on, _Wint~rop is wooing his Southern belle, 
Helen, and., m domg so,. 1s getting the treasury deeper in debt. At 
the s~m.e time, Evelyn 1~ seducing Bryan, and Duncan is seeking 
perm1ss1on to ~arry Diane. When the time finally arrives for 
the coup, Percival succeeds in saving the day bv stealing Abel-
ard's wand and casting a spell on him, thus exposing the plot. 
Of course, everyone lives happily cver-af ter. 
The book, written by Robert Spear, was thin in its veneer, 
but it P!oved adequat~ and carried along extremely well with 
the music. John Federico, the composer, has written a 'brilliant 
score-fast-paced and always bright and breezv. The lyrics were 
sharp-edged and clever which added to the sleekness of the pro-
duction. 
~al Mistretta, in his p~rtr~yal of Winthrop, the King, gave 
a delightfl!I performance. His highly stylistic performance added 
great comic effect to the spoof. Mr. Mistretta has alwavs been 
able to handle facial expressions and body movements with great 
dexterity, but Wednesday night he excelled. 
One of the best performances of the evening was given by 
Gibby Brand. In the role of Percival, Mr. Brand showed a 
great deal of the necessary comic aplomb for the success of his 
part. Unlike Don Quixote, to whom he can be compared, he 
was able to challenge and conquer his "windmill," i.e. the wiz-
ard. 
The villian of the show, Abelard, was played by William 
Graf. Demonstrating a beautiful voice and fine acting abilities, 
he carried off his role in fine form. 
Elizabeth Van Patten as Queen Helen was by no means a 
Helen of Troy, but rather more like Winifred of the Swamps. 
Her Southern drawl was simply enchanting, and her hip action 
in "Blues for a Queen" was enough to set any young king ( or 
old) on his ear. 
Of the two young couples in the play consisting of Robert 
Morris, Judy Lane, Gayle Sorrentino, and Brent Erlanson, only 
the girls were outstanding. Miss Lane gave a very polished per-
formance and was thoroughly charming. Miss Sorrentino gave 
a particularly strong performance. She was particularly delight-
ful in the seduction scene at which point her strong sense of 
comic timing enabled her to handle the scene with great fin-
esse. 
Jeffrey C. Kramer directed the divertissemFnt and has done 
surprisingly well for one ,vho has had no previous experience in 
directing a major production. His use of sight gags to compen-
sate for the weaknesses of the book must be applauded for their 
effectivencs. Of particular excellence were the scenes involving 
the skull in Abelard's cell. Mr. Kramer's slick and polish direc-
tion gave a truly professional appearance to the high calibre 
show. 
For the most part, the other technical aspects of the show 
were excellent. The sets and lighting were beautiful and allowed 
a maximum workability of staging. The choreography, however, 
appeared more mechanical than graceful and failed to keep pace 
with the rest of the show. 
This is the first time since 1963 that Scampers has present-
ed a full-length musical comedy, and it's o-rcat to see it back 
. b 
on the right track. By all means go sec "Once a Knight is 
Enough." It was one of the most enjoyable eveninrrs I've spent 
in a long time. b 
The entire cast from Scampers singing "Once a Knight is 
Enough," as their finale. The cast, while enthusiastic about pe~ 
forming realize the show and their strength can endure only one 
run each night. 
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Bombers Vic:torious Harpur Downs I.C. Swimmers 
Frosh Clobber Syracuse Kaler Still Undefeated I.C.'s tankmen found :00.3 
standing between them and 
victory Saturday afternoon as 
they dropped a close one to Har-
pur 48-47 in Endicott. 
After a rather shaky decision 
over Brockport last Saturday, the 
Bombers came back with all out 
efforts on Wednesday against 
Hartwick and Saturday against 
Albany. 
Wednesday found the Blue & 
Gold in the game all the way as 
the Warriors from Hartwick 
found their hands full on South 
Hill. Hartwick supporters claimed 
an off-night, but it was evident 
that Coach Conian's Squad may 
not be all it's cut out to be. 
H a r r is, Valesente, Andrejko, 
Lyke, LaLonde, and Fazio all 
Valesente 6 4 16 
Lyke 7 4 18 
Fay 1 0 2 
LaLonde 8 4 20 
Harris 4 6 14 
Pratt 1 0 2 
Fazio 1 1 3 
Buckley 1 0 2 
Bromely O O 0 
Hyde O 1 1 
Totals 32 27 91 
Ithaca Coll 52 39-91 
Albany State 36 43-79 
Officials-Maxwell and Paulouich 
Albany State (79) 
G F 
The Bomber aquanauts have 
come up with four able compe-
titors in Wayne Kaler, still unde-
feated in the 200 yards butterfly, 
Dave V!>llmer, who set school 
records in the 200 yard freestyle 
and 500 yard freestyle at Har-
pur, Al Gantert, who set a school 
mark in the 200 yard individual 
medley at Harpur and who has 
given the team depth in other 
looked sharp as they kept the Constantino 
Warriors under constant pressure Bloom 
3 
9 
1 
1 
T events, and Bill Adams, who is 
7 undefeated in the 200 yard 
19 breaststroke since he joined the 
24 team in January. from the opening whistle and led \ Crocco 
by five points late in the game, Marcus 
7 10 
5 5 15 Ithaca will journey to Geneseo 
but Sophomore forward, Ed Zwin- Morrison 1 2 4 this Saturday. Geneseo has a 
4 good team and sports a 7-2 rec-
0 ord against I.C.'s 1-6. 
scher pulled it out for the visit- Doody 2 0 
ors with three quick baskets in Jursak 0 0 
those closing minutes of play. O'Donnell 2 2 6 400 medley relay-1, Ithaca 
Saturday night was a different Totals 29 21 79 (Miller, Buhrmaster, Kaler, 
story. With eight minutes gone Ithaca Frosh (93) 
in the first half, Jim Harris G F 
Adams), 4:48.6. 
T 200 freestyle-1, Vollmer, I; 2, 
4 McMillan, H; 3, Heller, H. 2:12.5. drove in and scored giving I.C. B. Gustafson 
a 17-15 lead and the Bombers Hoffman 
2 0 
27 5~ freestyle-1, Mahoney, H; 2, 
were in front to stay. 
With the starting five all scor-
ing in double figures, I.C. fil-
tered through the Albany press 
and defense like water through 
a sieYc. Ball hawking, speed, and 
accurate shooting put the Bomb-
ers out of reach with nine min-
utes remaining as the Blue & 
Gold amassed a 30 point lead, 
78-48. 
LaLonde was high for Ithaca 
with 20 points followed closely 
by Lyke, Valesente, Harris, and 
Andrejko wtih 18, 16, 14, 13. 
The Bombers are now 7-6. 
Kowalski 
Dirk 
Burr 
.'\Jbano 
Bahrenburg 
.T. Gustafson 
Truhn 
Rosenthal 
:!\Iiller 
Joly 
Totals 
Syracuse Frosh (76) 
Aldrich 
Katz 
Balukas 
12 
5 
6 
0 
3 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
42 
3 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
12 Ermsse, £; 3, Cancro, I. 0:25.5. 
12 \ 200 individual medley-1, Gan-
l ! tert, I; 2, Carroll, H; 3, Lakovics, 
7 H. 2:25.7. 
10 Diving-1, Bogartz, H; 2, Van 
8 Waut, H; 3, Johnson, I. 148.5 
6 points. 
2 200 butterfly-1, Kaler, I; 2. 
2 Adams, l;, Cario, H. 2:24.6. 
2 100 fre~style-1, Mahoney, H; 
93 2. Ernisse, I: 3, Carroll, H. 0:57.2. 200 backstroke - 1, McMillan, 
H; 2, Gantert,. I: 3, Lakovics, H. 
2:28.8. G F T 
5 4 14 
4 0 8 
1 5 7 Ithaca College (91) 
Andrejko 
Durkin 
G F 
3 7 
0 0 
T Hamblen 
13 Kouwe 
0 Demoe 
11 2 24 
6 3 15 
2 0 4 
0 2 2 
0 2 2 
500 freestyle-1, Vollmer, I; 
2, :McMillan, H; 3, Heller, H. 
6:17.6. 
200 backstroke-1, Adams, I; 2, 
Hammack, H; 3, Buhrmaster, I. 
2:44.0. 
Pucks.ters Bomb 
Buffalo Again 
ALOIAN GETS TWO 
The Bombers defeated Buffalo 
at Lynah Rink Friday night 7-2 
and lost to a powerful Canton 
Teeh sextet 9-2 on Saturday. 
Friday found center Tony Dia-
gostino scoring a hot trick and 
goalie Bill Simpson closing the 
net on the Bulls freshmen. Bob 
Aloian and Ralph Cox each 
chipped in two goals. Saturday 
night's action was a reverse as the 
shorthanded Bombers were un-
able to contain Tech as the visi-
tors broke the game wide open 
with five goals in the final period. 
Bob Aloian and Tom McHugh 
scored for I.C. 
The Bombers journey to Boston 
this weekend for two tough ones 
-Boston State on Friday and 
Salem State on Saturday. The 
Blue and · Gold have done very 
well against rugged competition 
compiling a 7-7. 
Scoring Leaders 
B. Aloian 
T. McHugh 
T. Diagostino 
R. Cox 
B. Miller 
ga gls asts pts 
14 32 19 51 
14 11 20 31 
14 15 12 27 
14 9 14 23 
14 6 16 22 
Gar'brandt 
l\lantho 
Totals 
Ithaca Frosh 
Syracuse Frosh 
Officials-Haby and 
29 18 76 
51 47-93 
43 33-76 
Marchitello 
LETTER TO EDITOR 
(Continued from page 5) 
it tastes and looks like it is a 
week old, if not more. 
Due to the "ultra-sanitary" 
conditions of the kitchen flies 
and worms are found in the 
food. When · reported to the 
managers we are told that these 
specimens of the insect kingdom 
can do us no harm. 
400 freestyle relay-1, Harpur 
(Mahoney, Hudock, Lakovics, Car-
oll), 3.56.0. 
VIET NAM 
(Continued from page 1) 
many of the questions would 
leave room for future thought. 
Several students were heard to 
express dissatisfaction with the 
"debate" because while one side 
stated the facts the other one 
simply stated philosophical con-
jectures. other students stated 
that while the debate did not 
solve anything they become more 
aware of our conunittment and 
the resulting affects which it has 
on the U.S. The spice trays are most often 
empty, the utensils dirty, and 
the caliber of the service leaves ..------------
much to be desired as the help 
is often slow and impudent. 
Unfortunately on those oc-
casions when an edible meal is 
served the quantity is such as to 
create a constant relay to and 
from the seconds line where the 
portions continue to diminish in 
size. 
The time has come to do some-
thing about this "culinary abor-
tion"! 
Martha Deckemey 
Diana E. Rosenberg 
JoAnne Mass 
Wendy Masin 
Deenie Greenberg 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
15.4 E. State St. 
AR 2-2222 
FREE DB.IVERY 
THE NEW 
COLLEGE SPA 
George Atsedes, Your Host 
College Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
. The Sports Scope 
by Bill Goodhue 
Cong!atulations must once again go to Coach Congdon 
and his Freshman basketball team. Tuts week they knocked 
off the Syracuse Frosh 93-76 and now sport an impressive 12-3 
record with victories over some of the toughest competition in 
the East'. The Bomber attack features the driving and sharp 
shooting of several aggressive guards and strong rebounding 
by its big men -in other words, it has· what it takes to win 
and under Coach Congdon, the direction needed to win. 
"The Tree" - as strong as th~ oak an~ as limber as the wil-
low-he wears ·number 21-h,s name 1s Barry La;Londe and 
he's developed into quite a basketball player. Barry started 
the year sharing post duty with Sophomore Stan Pratt, but has 
really come on strong lately, turning in one good game after 
another. 
For their first year of competition, ~oach Ware and his 
swim team have come up with many creditable performances. 
Grapplers Skin Buffalo 
Franciamone Still Undefeated 
Football Clinic 
Heade(;! by 
Colgate's Lahar 
Hal Lahar, head football coach 
at Colgate University, will head-
line the staff of coaches of the · 
Ithaca College football coaching 
clinic April 1-2. 
Ithaca College's football coach 
Dick Lyon, has announced that 
Lahar would be among the six 
coaches who will discuss various 
topics during the two day affair .. 
The Ithaca staff also will partici-
pate in the clinic. 
Lahar's 1965 Red Raider team 
finished with a 6-3-1 record. I 
1964 Colgate hit a 30 year high 
with a record of seven wins and 
two . losses. This gained Lahar 
nomination o"f Northeast Coach 
of the Year. 
The Colgate coach is a native 
of DUfan~ Oklahoma, and is a 
graduate of the University of 
Oklahoma. He was a member of 
the Chicago Bears national 
championship team of 1941, ant} 
also captain of the Buffalo Bills 
123-Gary Fowler, (B}, pinned competitor to winner. For of the old All-America confer. 
Tom Santer, (D, in 4:32. an "old man", Angie can ence. 
130--Skeet Allen, (I), won by really mix 'em up. He He has been an assistant coach 
forfeit. scored a near fall and sev- at Arkansas and West Virginia. 
137-Bob Franciamore, (D, defeat- eral single-leg takedowns in In 1952 he became head coach at 
ed Hank Gullia, (B), 16-1. registering his win. Colgate and served there until 
Fra:icimone had an easy Buffalo 500 000 000-5 1957 when he accepted a similar 
time registering his eighth Ithaca College 053 533 333-28 post at the University of IIous, 
victory to remain unde- ton. Lahar returned to Colgate 
foated. in 1962. 
145-John Sacchi, (I), won by G • M The Ithaca ·clinic will com, 
forfeit. ymnaSflC eet mence Friday evening, April 1, 
152-Mike Turco, (D, defeated with five IC graduates as the 
Dick Cushing (B), 9-4. For Sponsored by speakers. On Saturday morning, 
the second mateh in a row, April 2, Lyon and his staff will 
Turco injured his arm in w AA s·aturday present their part of the pro. 
the first period, but man- gram. The afternoon will be de-
aged to manuever through The IC Women's Athletic As- voted to a luncheon and Lahar 
the last two periods to gain sociation will sponsor its first who will speak on the "CoJe1ate 
the decision. Despite his Gymnastic Meet of the season on· defense.'' " 
sueprior ability, Turco may Saturday, February 19, at 11:00 The eighth annual clinic at 
well be leaving himself at the South Hill Gymnasium. Ithaca College is open to all 
open to more injuries by Competing will be teams from· coaches. Last year more than 4~ 
wrestling out 1f his weight the· Ithaca College Women's were in attendance. 
class. Gymnastic Club and the South- ____________ , 
16(}-Denny Madigan, (I), de- ern Connecticut State College. 
feated Bob Heldt, (B), 4-3. The Ithaca line-up is as fol-
In the closest decision of lows: 
the afternoon Madigan Floor Exercise: Jayne Dearth, 
gained the nod on riding Carol Porter, Bobbie Stoyell and 
time. (1 point per minute- Mary Jo Capologo. 
score was tied 3-3 atend Uneven Parallel Bars: Lynn 
of match, but with riding Tyler, Linda Rodriguez and Mary 
time Madigan won 4-3). Jo Capolongo. 
167-Howie Peirano, (I), defeated Vaulting: Lynn Tyler, Linda 
Dan Burr, (B), 15-0. No Rodriguez and Mary Jo Capo-
match. Peirano is good and longo. 
seems to be getting better. Ballance Beam: Pat Mitchell, 
It's George's birthdoy 
so be on your guard 
GET DOWN TO 
CHARJAN'S 
and buy him a card! 
State & Tioga 
Ithaca 
177-Gary Foote, (I), defeated Mary Jo Capolongo and Linda .__ _________ __.1 
Ron Keller, (B), 7-1. Foote Rodriguez. 
turned in another strong The club captain is Mary Jo 
performance since return- Capolongo; Lynda Brenan is the 
ing to action. -W.A.A. Invitational Manager; and 
Heavyweight-Angelo Giuliano, the advisor is Mrs. Lisselotte 
(I), defeated Abery Sliglitz, Schuler. The public is invited to 
(B), 11-6. From manager to attend. 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection of 14K and 
Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
144 E. State St .. · 
Open Fri, till 9:00 p.m. 
AR 2-1810 Frank Hammer 
TRAVELER'S HOTEL 
"Home of the Original Friday Matinee" 
DANCING 
LIVE BANDS 
Friday Afternoon 
4-7:00 P.M. 
Saturday Night 
9 - 12:00 P.M. 
CAYUGA 
CAR 
WASH 
230 S. CA YUGA 
8:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 
8:30-1 :30 Sun. 
